This unique project done in partnership with the National Library of Scotland, will allow those who are not able to access the documents in their physical form to broaden their research into this essential 19th century government documents resource. Enhancing the growing corpus of historical papers that ProQuest have digitized – including the House of Commons Parliamentary Papers – this new collection will improve research outcomes for scholars of British History, British Government, Political Science, History and more.

The House of Lords content will be a part of ProQuest’s comprehensive government program, which includes databases such as U.S. Congressional materials and Executive Branch Documents from 1789, Documents on British Policy Overseas (DBPO) and Digital National Security Archive (DNSA).

Launching in late 2015, the House of Lords Parliamentary Papers will provide online access to previously unseen and valuable historical documents and the very first digitised collection of 19th century House of Lords Parliamentary Papers.
House of Commons Parliamentary Papers

In October, 2015 ProQuest’s House of Commons Parliamentary Papers is getting an interface refresh. Included in this new look and feel will be the following enhancements:

Faceted Search Results
- Open up the collection to new avenues of discovery and an easier and more intuitive research experience with post-search filtering.
- Facets will be arranged by Paper Series, Paper Type, Century Collection, Subject, Chair/Author, and by Document Feature (map, illustration, etc).
- Include or exclude multiple facets via the “More options” faceting button after retrieving search results.

Ability to Bookmark the Search Form
- Bookmark the search form with certain search segments, date parameters, collection, and paper types preselected.

Dedicated Search by Number Form
- Facilitate known-number searches (a Command Paper number, for example) so that the users won’t need to know how the format of certain citations changed over time.

Full-text Searchable PDFs for Download
- Full-text searchable and fast web-enabled PDFs.
- Researchers can delve deeper into a document with enhanced navigation allowing the results to guide continued research.

Related Results from ProQuest Historical Newspapers and ProQuest Congressional Content
- Research options are expanded with entitlement-based related news and ProQuest Congressional items displayed in the right hand “Related Documents” panel.
- Researchers can gain context for the particular document under review.

Explore House of Lords Parliamentary Papers and House of Commons Parliamentary Papers

Integrating the upcoming House of Lords Parliamentary Papers into House of Commons Parliamentary Papers (HCPP), allows researchers to explore topics dealing with trials of Lords, track the progress of legislation that originated in the Lords, and allows greater research into wide areas of social, political, economic and foreign policy of the United Kingdom.

Making the 19th century Lords content cross-searchable, this collection with HCPP is essential so that scholars can not only explore the unique material in House of Lords Parliamentary Papers, but also compare different versions of bills between the legislative bodies, review the Lord’s views on issues covered in the Commons, and explore a whole host of issues for the period during which the Lords exerted power. Students, historians and researchers of political, social and economic history, education, law and colonialism will be able to access material as diverse as papers on the 1819 Lords investigation into child labor and the Lords evidence on the 1835 Bill for the Great Western Railway, and much more.
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